Art Johnston...

Q. Do preventative programs which are designed to stop a child from becoming a drug addict, seem to be the best way to control drugs?

A. Yes, I most definitely do. I think there are other ways of doing it as well, but the preventative programs seem to be the best way to stop a child from becoming a drug addict. I think it is important to introduce these programs at an early age. This is because it is easier to prevent addiction than it is to treat it. Prevention is a key to reducing drug-related problems.

I feel that this evaluation must include a contact of any sort. The pressure and control by the administration? I do not think there is altogether too little support. I think there is enough support to meet the needs of the student body.

Q. Do you think the fact that you are now a student body president, will make it one of the most enjoyable years in your college career?

A. In my opinion, it is about time that people this year, and give Cabinet posts to qualified applicants. Instead of being many tunes in this working, they are interested only in the aspects of the University. They are willing to see Senate make amendments to the appropriate legislation.
The Albany Student Press has again undertaken to recommend the most worthwhile candidates for office in the Senate. The recommendations were based on consideration of each candidate’s viewpoints through his answers on the ASP Activist Sheet, his previous published work, and personal knowledge of his publications and contributions to the school.

We have recommended only those students whom we feel are exceptionally well-qualified. There is nothing more important in considering a candidate, we make no recommendation unless we feel the candidate is well-qualified for the position

For the offices of the Junior Senate, we recommend: Rich Cameron, Class of 1970, Student Association President; Alan Quartermaster, Class of 1970, Student Association Treasurer; and Al Tucker, Treasurer.

In regard to Senate recommendations, we also look into consideration of interest shown in Senate as indicated by the activity of those students who meet the qualifications of the candidate had attended.

We concur with Pat Sweeney, Mary Jane Hudson, Carole Bar, Robert, Richard, and Ed Wulfon to be exceptionally qualified for Senate.

1) We are not only concerned with the election itself, but also with the quality of the candidates and the manner in which they conduct their campaigns. The Albany Student Press has consistently advocated for candidates who exhibit integrity, competence, and a genuine commitment to serving the interests of the student body.

2) We believe that it is the responsibility of the Student Association to ensure that all candidates have an equal opportunity to present their views and to campaign in a fair and respectful manner.

3) The Albany Student Press encourages dialogue and debate among candidates, so that voters can make informed decisions based on a thorough understanding of the candidates and their platforms.

4) We support the Student Association’s efforts to promote a positive and inclusive campaign atmosphere, where all candidates are treated with respect and courtesy.

5) The Albany Student Press recognizes that the election process is a vital component of student governance, and we strive to ensure that it is conducted with integrity and fairness.
EDITORIAL

Role As Census Taker Exhausts Volunteer

In the summer of 1931, another Volunteer spent one month in the Southern Province doing preliminary field work for the 1931 National Census. This census, the first of its kind in Sierra Leone, proved to be the most difficult, the most frustrating, the most time-consuming and exhausting task of my entire Peace Corps tour.

Since the country was as a whole of qualified people, many Peace Corps volunteers were asked to assist in the running of the census. Some of us from Sierra Leone and other volunteers were added in the fall of 1931. The work began in the beginning of February, 1932, and by the end of May, during which time, we spent most of our time outside the classroom.

The entire story of the Census and our part in it, would provide ample material for a study in itself, and it is too involved to summarize here in more than a cursory description.

The problem was one of non-cooperation in many of the rural areas. In these areas, people's suspicions were completely understandable. Most of us had no way of getting the cooperation and, consequently, the information we needed. We had to spend 12-14 hours a day, seven days a week, with unusual patience and constant persistence. All these considerations, while not necessarily beneficial to our ability to complete the work, were necessary in order to complete the task.

I am glad that I have been able to write this article about the Census. It is a very rewarding experience to have had the opportunity to work on such a significant project.

History of 'UBI' Proves Fascinating

Sympathy For Sure Losers Even Appears For Perennial Also-Rans

by Joseph W. Cato

Modern America is a land with the eye of a sports fan on the first place finisher. Those who lose the battles are usually forgotten in the crowd. However, there are some who are always trying to be the ones on top. To these people, failure is a part of life. They are the perennial Also-Rans.

The recent primary races in the US, particularly in the gubernatorial races, have provided good examples of this phenomenon. In the most recent race, there were four candidates running. One of them, Mark Powell, a Democrat from Ohio, won the primary. However, he only won 46% of the vote. The other three candidates each won less than 25% of the vote.

This shows up one of the worst aspects of American politics - the inability of a good candidate to win an election.

Student Laments Passing Of Familiar Potter Rail

by Edward Hughes

I was very sad to learn that the Potter Rail, a popular local landmark, was scheduled to be removed. The Potter Rail has been a fixture in the area for many years and is beloved by many.

The Potter Rail was built in the early 1920s and served as a vital transportation link between the city and the countryside. It was known for its rustic charm and the beautiful views it offered.

The removal of the Potter Rail is a great loss to the community and I hope that some way can be found to preserve this important piece of history.

COMUNICATIONS

Students Accuse CO-OP Of Alleged Overcharging

by Mark S. Schoneck

Music Council President Expresses Concerns To The Student Body

by Susan J. Fleming

NOTICES

Common-Stater

Volunteer Manual goes on a lot of a shopping trip in active teaching round.

by Pam and Bob Israel
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HAMMING IT UP
by Ron Hamilton

The United States, since the Modern Olympic games were started, has always sent its teams via contributions of the American public. Each famous gold medalist of the Olympic Committee began a campaign to raise the money needed to send the best athletes, as determined by competitions, to the Games.

This is how this has been the policy for so many years is that the Committee feels that such a team is truly supported by the American public. So many nations subsidize their teams with government funds. Some people in the world of sports think we should do the same. I think that these are the people that are not interested in our teams. The real spirit of the Games has been lost with people like this.

We all want to win as much as possible, but we must also realize that every athlete at the Games is regardless of his origins, trying his best to win or his country. So we can make a deal for the games, promoted by the Olympics, into the midst of the Cold War. The Olympic Games put the will of individuals against other individuals, not one country against another. The greatest honor that can be given to an athlete is to be chosen for the Olympic team.

Each time the method of private contributions has proven enough to send the team. As long as it is necessary the Committee promises to continue the practice.

Just what has all this got to do with us, in a question you must all be asking. I am making a plea for our games, that is all. To all, who have contributed the fine gifts, I say a hearty thanks. We are all Americans, aren't we? We are all Americans.

KB Gains First Place in League I
Potter Squad Defeats APA I 50-49

by John March

Because of a million things that have been done an APA team went down to defeat. In League I, two games, KB came out as the first. At the University Club, KB gained first place. APA I was second in the game. KB gained the edge by doing better. APA I lost the game by asking better. APA I was second in the game.

Using "everything" he has got, an APA bowler tries to bring those great moments by APA. APA I was second in the game. KB gained the edge by doing better. APA I lost the game by asking better. APA I was second in the game.

PART TIME HELP WANTED
Only those students with credit for Driver Education 121 need apply. Contact:

The ABC Driving School
185 North Allen Street
Phone: 438-0583

Gerald Drug Co.
110 Martin Ave.
Albany, N. Y.
Phone: 439-

THE 640 SOUND
ON CAMPUS
WSUA

Rusk Innskeer winds around in defense on the way to a two point layup shot.

STATE OUTSCORES HOBART 80-75
O'DONOVAN PACES SAUERMEN

Stepping to a commanding first half lead, the varsity basketball team defeated Hobart College, 86-75, Saturday, February 15, at the Armory. Led by Don O'Donovan and Dick Connors, the Peds moved to an early lead and held it throughout the contest. The halftime score was 41-29 in favor of Albany. Although stumbling a little in the second half the team was able to retain its lead.

Albany was operated by an extremely well-balanced scoring attack. Dick O'Donovan was the high scorer with 24 points. Dick Connors and Don Zeh, Paul Theisen and Bob Smith had 10 points. Excellent ball shooting was also a key factor in the team's victory. As the Peds moved from the Red Line. This victory brought the season's won-loss record up to 9-9.

State wins in rebounding position as a shot goes into the net.

Engineers defeat State's wrestlers
Loss to Oswego's Grapplers 31-3

by Joe Silverman

State was unable to hold on to a 13-15 lead in the first period. Oswego took charge in the second and won the match, 31-3. The Peds took a lead of 13-10 in the second period, but could not hold it.

Has O’Donovan scored a second 30-point game for the Peds this season? The answer is yes, and it is a key factor in the team's victory. As the Peds moved from the Red Line. This victory brought the season's won-loss record up to 9-9.
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Jones' Deserves Critics' Praise, Concise, Witty, Imaginative Film

by Paul Jensen

A great deal of high praise has been lavished on Tom Jones. In my opinion, however, it is none too soon. John Badham's film version of Henry Fielding's novel is the perfect vehicle for this period piece, and the two have been combined into a work of art.

The film, which is set in the 18th Century, is a rollicking comedy that is both funny and moving. It is a story of two lives, one that is carefree and the other that is serious. The two are brought together by the inhabitants of the town, who are always looking for something to do. The film is a great deal of fun and is well worth seeing.

Dylan Improves Style of Lyric in New Release

by Travis Schermer

Dylan has improved his style of lyric in his new release. Usually when a new release is released it is a paperweight with some form of commentary included which sheds light on the writer's personal life and background. However, this time the lyrics are not just a commentary. In this case, the meaning is in the music itself. The title of the album, "The Times They Are A-Changin'," is a commentary on the times and how they are changing. The music itself conveys the message and is a worthy addition to the album.
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